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Hey, everyone. Hope you’re staying cool in this 90-degree weather.

First, I’d like to apologize for a couple of links that didn’t work from

last week's Sapelo Island themed newsletter. Here is the link for

the Savannah Morning News article on some of the trials of the

Hog Hammock residents. And here is the link to my blog post

about how to own your real estate. These should work!

This week, I’m sharing the �rst of three videos that I intend to

release on three reasons to delay estate planning. This week’s

reason is “not having enough time.” Of course, not having enough

time is not only a reason for putting o� estate planning, but it also

is a reason we put o� a lot of things that we probably should do.

Some of the other things we put o� are exercising, eating right,

reading, getting involved at church or another organization, etc. As

https://www.savannahnow.com/in-depth/news/2021/12/14/gullah-geechee-people-fight-preserve-culture-food-sapelo-island-ga/8540291002/
https://www.bryantoconnor.com/blog/how-to-own-your-real-estate


you will see, maybe there is a good reason to put something o�,

but it depends on your priorities. That reminds me of a few things I

need to get done myself.

Three Reasons to Put Off Estate Planning- Part 1

Intersection of Real Estate and the Constitution

I didn’t go anywhere with cool pictures this week, but on

Wednesday I did get (maybe the once-in-my-career) opportunity to

argue a case before the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals in

Atlanta, Georgia, which handles all federal appeals in Florida,

Georgia, and Alabama. The Eleventh Circuit only grants oral

argument in about 10% of cases appealed to it. The next level after

that is the Supreme Court of the United States. Some of you might

know this, but I used to handle more criminal defense, particularly

federal cases. I have a lot of respect for the Judges in the Southern

District of Georgia. I do my best to give back by taking occasional

appointments from them to represent indigent defendants in

federal court, though I rarely take new cases now that I focus

primarily on helping families and small businesses with planning

and real estate.

The case that I just argued on appeal, which I have been litigating

https://youtu.be/jY60LYmcNDU


for my client since 2019, involves property rights under the Fourth

Amendment, an issue that maybe we can tie in to our respective

circumstances. In 2018, my client had a live-in boyfriend that was

on probation. Under the Fourth Amendment (part of the original

Bill of Rights), we are guaranteed the right “to be secure in [our]

persons, houses, papers, and e�ects, against unreasonable

searches and seizures.” What this means in real life is that our

homes can’t be searched by the government without a warrant

except in limited circumstances such as when consent is granted.

So, cops can’t just march in your home and look around unless

they’ve jumped through some hoops or received permission from

an owner or tenant. One exception to this rule is that people on

felony probation often get to stay out of prison only if they waive

this right. Understandably, this is so that the government can

supervise convicted criminals. In my case, my client’s probationer

boyfriend had waived his Fourth Amendment rights, which meant

the police were entitled to search his house anytime they

suspected a crime. Ultimately that’s what happened in this case,

except when the police came to search the house, only my client

was home, along with her little sister and baby. Instead of asking

my client for consent to search her room, the police relied upon

her boyfriend’s Fourth Amendment waiver and searched her

bedroom and closet, �nding illegal substances that resulted in both

the boyfriend and my client (who previously had no record) being

prosecuted and convicted of serious drug charges. Our appeal was

that the evidence, with respect to my client, should not have been

used against her because the Fourth Amendment guaranteed her

freedom from unreasonable searches. My client did not consent to

the search, but the trial court allowed the jury to view the evidence

seized from her home because it reasoned that the search was

justi�ed enough by the boyfriend’s probation terms. It my

argument to the Eleventh Circuit, I urged the court to adopt a rule

that the Government not be allowed to use a roommate’s

probation status to justify searches against someone who the

probationer just happens to share a home with. This is frankly an

uphill battle, but if the Eleventh Circuit agrees that my client's

rights were violated, it will be a victory for innocent property

owners who desire privacy from government surveillance.



Besides not living with a drug dealer, what’s the moral of this story

for you guys? I would say that it’s being careful who you share your

property with. Last week I talked about the problems the Hog

Hammock residents have as the result of poor estate planning and

real estate title management, resulting in properties being owned

by numerous co-tenants. When you own property with others, if

those people get a lien against them, or if they do something

criminal, their problems can become your problems. Careful

planning and life choices can avoid most of these problems. Our

Constitution gives us a lot of protection, but it has limits when we

entangle our a�airs with others and don’t set proper boundaries

through thoughtful planning.

Talk to you again, soon
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